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1. INTRODUCTION

Power system security is fundamental to the proper operation of the bulk electric
power systems. The operation of the power system must ensure that the system is in a secure
state, shielded from the risk of equipment overload, abnormal voltage, frequency decay,
system instability, loss of load or generation and ultimate risk of widespread blackout. With
competitive uncertain markets, economies are playing greater role and the systems are being
operated closer to the limits,· necessitating more refined methods of security assessment. Risk
Based Security Assessment is a probabilistic approach for assessing the system security.
Unlike the deterministic approaches, which identify the security level based on the most
severe contingencies, RBSA identifies the security level based on the quantification that
reflects all the contingencies in the list together with other significant uncertainties. But this
involves an additional computation burden and a longer computation time. Parallel
processing has been investigated to enhance the execution speed and to enable evaluation of
a large number of contingencies.

1.1. Energy Control Center Operation
The prim~ objective of an electric power system is to provide reliable and economical
energy at serviceable frequency and voltage. To help meet these objectives energy control
center combines the tasks of control and dispatch with the functions of security monitoring
and security assessment. The energy management system (EMS) is at the heart of control
center operations. The EMS provides the operator with the control and analysis tools to allow
him to determine and maintain the optimum real-time balance of security and economics.
Figure 1.1 shows the energy control center system security schematic.
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Conceptually Energy Management System (EMS) consists of [1,2]:
•

Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA): data acquisition, alarm
processing, and man/machine interface

•

Network security analysis: state estimator, contingency analysis, optimal power
flow, voltage, and dynamic stability, outage scheduler

•

Generation scheduling and control: automatic generation control (AGC),
economic dispatch, interchange scheduler, unit commitment, and reserve monitor

•

Dispatch training simulator

The SCADA system manages the Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) communications,
collects the electric system data from the field through a series of front-end processors,
i!)-itiates alarms to the op~ra~ions personnel, and issues control commands to the field as .
directed by the applications in the control centeL SCADA systems may have 30,000 to
50,000 data collection points and may transmit analog information (e.g., generator
megawatts) as well as digital or status information (e.g., breaker open/close state). SCADA
systems can also send control signals as well as receive status inputs as feedback to the
control operation. SCADA systems generally collect the power system data for every 2
seconds.
The basic operations performed by the Energy Management System are [1,3]:
•

Establish the state of the power system using the network and topology models,
external models and state estimation

•

If the system is in normal state, the next step involves the question of whether the

system is secure or insecure with respect to the next contingencies. If there are
contingencies, which may cause emergency state, propose the preventive actions
that should be taken to make the system secure
•

If the system is in emergency state, propose the corrective actions to bring the

system back to the normal state. If these corrective actions are not initiated in
time, the system may suffer severe disturbances with a possible blackout in a part
of, or in the entire network
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•

Optimize the healthy state for real power dispatch, with minimum losses, and at
the same time retaining the maximum real and reactive power resources. The
constraints to be observed are the line flow limits, bus voltages, and bilateral
contracts

•

Recognize own, customer, other utility, independent generator, and other agency
outage schedules and special needs, and consider these when making the
recommendations for action
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Figure 1.1 Energy Control Center System Security Schematic
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The power system operator is responsible for maintaining the uninterrupted power
supply to the customers. He is engaged in the moment-to-moment control of the power
system and is responsible for making virtually all real-time decisions. He has to respond to
emergency, dynamic, and non-predictable situations and take actions under time pressure and
high stress. He has to comprehend the information from thousands of system monitoring and
display devices such as gauges, meters, digital read-outs, buzzers, flashing lights, diagrams,
displays etc. The operator has to take concurrent decisions, deal with uncertainty and attend
to conflicting objectives. OL-RBSA provides the ability to condense the information into a
comprehensible form and parallelization of OL-RBSA enables that this comprehension occur
in an acceptable time frame relative to the operator's decision-making process.

1.2. Power System ~ecurity Assessment
Maintaining reliability is fundamental to the proper operation of the bulk electric
power system. Reliability has been at the heart of the discussion in the deregulation process.
These concerns have been well founded, as significant deterioration in reliability levels could
have social and economic consequences that directly counter benefits the decreased energy
costs brought about by competition. Within the electric network, an individual disturbance
resulting in a cost consequence may occur for a number of reasons at any time. The
disturbance may result in overload, voltage collapse, or transient instability, drawing the
prevailing system to an uncontrollable cascading situation leading to wide spread power
outages.
Security has been considered one aspect of reliability. Security is the ability of the
electric systems to withstand sudden disturbances such as electric short circuits or
unanticipated loss of system elements [4]. Security assessment ensures that credible
disturbances do not lead to costly consequences such as loss of non-interruptible load,
tripping of generation, equipment damage, and uncontrolled separation.
The current practice within the industry uses deterministic methods to perform these
studies, with significant safety margins to cover 'all' the possible uncertainties. In
deterministic security assessment, the decision is founded on the requirement that each
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outage event in the specified contingency list, results in system performance that satisfies the
chosen performance evaluation criteria.
In this method, the last state estimation is identified as secure or insecure according to
whether each and every contingency in a pre-specified set, the contingency set, satisfy
specified network performance criteria, the performance evaluation criteria. If one or more
contingencies are in violation, actions are taken to move the security level into the secure
region. If no disturbances are in violation, then no action need be taken, or actions can be
taken to enhance the economic efficiency of the energy delivered to the end-users
It is easy to recognize a decision-making problem in the above process; the decision
is whether to take actions and if so, what kind and how much. The deterministic method
provides a very simple rule for use in making this decision: optimize economy within hard
constraints of the secure operational region. It is this simplicity that has made the
deterministic method so attractive, and so useful, in the past. Today, however, with; the
industry's emphasis on economic competition, and with the associated increased network
vulnerability, there is a growing recognition that this simplicity also carries with it significant
subjectivity, and this can result in inconsistent decision-making; overly conservative
decisions will incur increased costs, whereas overly risky decisions may lead to significant
degradation in network performance.

1.3. On-Line Ri.sk Based Security Assessment
The term 'risk' means different things to different people. The IEEE Standard
Dictionary defines risk as the "product of probability and consequence" [5]. Risk can also be
thought of as the expected value of the consequence [4]. Where past reliability indices were
largely measures of system's ability to incur, or perhaps avoid failure, the risk index of the

RBSA is a measure of the system's exposure to failure. Consequently, this risk index
accounts for both likelihood and severity of events. In addition, it uses a severity model that
captures all cost-consequences, including load interruption, equipment damage, and
opportunity costs due to equipment outage.
The fundamental calculation for OL-RBSA illustrated in Figure 1.2 is [6]:
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Risk(Sevl Xr,f) =Z:Z:Pr(E;)Pr(Xt,j I Xr,f )xSe\{Ei,Xr)
i j

(eq. 1-1)

where
•

Xi,f is the forecasted condition at time t. It is typically predicated on the last state
estimation result together with a forecast of how these conditions will change
during the time between the last state estimation result and t; a 1-3 hour ahead
forecast would be reasonable. One simple approach to providing the forecasted
condition is to assume the last state estimation is the forecasted condition. A
better approach is to scale the load based on historical trends for the time period
of interest. More evolved approaches could use advanced load forecasting
techniques.

•

X1,i is the Jh po~sible loading condition. It provides that load forecast uncertainty
included in the assessment. Pr(X1)X1J) provides the probability of this condition
and is obtained from a probability distribution for the possible loading conditions.
A very fast calculation procedure that translates the distribution on loading to
distributions on the performance measures necessary to judge the severity of
overload, undervoltage, and voltage instability is used.

•

Ei is the ith contingency. It provides that outage uncertainty included in the
assessment. Pr(Ei) is the probability for the ith contingency. Here, it is assumed
that a contingency list exists. Such a list could be a designated fixed list (e.g., all
N-1 contingencies) or it could be the result of a contingency identification
program.

•

Sev(Ei,Xi,j) quantifies the severity, or consequence, of the ith contingency
occurring under the Jh possible operating condition. It is used to represent severity
for overload, low voltage, voltage instability, and cascading overloads.
Quantification of these effects is described in Chapter 2.

It is useful at this point to summarize the benefits of OL-RBSA not available with the

traditional approach to control-room security-economy decision-making [4,7].
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Determine voltage instability
severity for the system
Determine low voltage
severity for each bus
Determine overload
severity for each circuit
Determine cascading
severity for each circuit

Figure 1.2 Illustration of Basic OL-RBSA Calculation
•

Leading indicator: The risk index is a leading indicator for security level, in that

assessment is done for the conditions under which the action is taken.
•

Quantitative index: It provides a quantitative index that reflects security level in a

condensed fashion. This not only ·allows efficient comprehensibility by the
operator but also facilitates inclusion in formal decision-making paradigms.
•

Decomposability: Because the index is decomposable, the index provides efficient

means to quickly identify and investigate specific high-risk situations localized at
any level.
•

More complete portrayal of security level: OL-RBSA provides an assessment that

appropriately reflects the additional risk from high-probability outages, from
highly severe outages, from non-limiting problems, and from uncertainty in future
loading conditions.
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These benefits are realized at the expense of additional data collection and additional
computation. However, there are ways to minimize these "costs." Regarding data collection,
some exists already and a little effort can result in high quality data that is directly useful for
OL-RBSA. Variation in loading is an example of this. Other data such as outage probabilities
may be more difficult to obtain, but in some cases, use of conservative estimates based on
exposure (for example, circuit length), may be sufficient. Further, techniques are available
for identifying when it is cost-effective to spend resources to obtain more data.
Obtaining probabilistic results is invariably more computationally expensive than
obtaining deterministic results because of the need to assess a range of conditions associated
with the uncertainty necessitating the probabilistic approach. This is a particularly important
issue for on-line assessment. Techniques to enhance the computational speed are needed, and
parallel processing offers a solution to this problem.

1.4. Paral.lel Processing
Parallel processing is one of the approaches for reducing the execution time and
achieving higher speedup, by using more than one processor to work on the same problem.
Parallel processing has been successfully applied to many computation intensive applications
to speedup the execution. Processors and interconnection networks are the two major factors
that contribute to a parallel computer system. Processor technology has been advancing very
rapidly with processor speeds doubling every 18 months. Rapid advances have also been
taking place in the interconnection networks technology since 1990's. This has motivated the
network paradigm of computing.
Parallel processing is a relatively new field in the power system analysis. The size of
the power systems problems and the current solution times strongly encourage parallel
processing. Two kinds of improvements are generally expected from the reduction in the
computation time: to be able to use time-consuming software modules in real-time, and to
increase the size of the problem and the level of details of the power system models. It is
suggested that gains from parallel processing can be obtained in two categories - those in
which computing time is more critical than computer cost, as is the case with on-line
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assessment applications, and those in which computing time is secondary to the computer
cost, as is the case with planning studies.
Parallel processing has been attempted in many areas of power systems analysis, and
these attempts were more or less successful. Parallel processing has been applied to power
flow, transient stability assessment, contingency analysis, short circuit calculations, small
disturbance stability, and many other areas. Among these parallelization of the power flow
and transient stability analyses have received much attention because of their importance in
power system analysis.
Contingency analysis applications are one of the power system applications that are
amenable to parallel processing. They involve the same algorithm for evaluation of all the
contingencies, and each task is quite independent of another. There are some successful
attempts at parallelizing the contingency analysis applications the past. SYREL - a
production code for reliability calculations, has been successfully · parallelized and
implemented on a 16-node hypercube. Speedup of a magnitude was obtained. Some other
applications like EVARISTE, MEXICO etc., have been successfully parallelized and
implemented on parallel computers.
The structure of the On-Line Risk Based Security Assessment (OL-RBSA)
application is amenable to parallel processing. OL-RBSA calculates the risk indices for
various contingencies and for different types of security problems. The fact that the risk
calculations for various contingencies and for different types of security problems are more
or less independent of each other allows for parallelization of the OL-RBSA. Parallelization
approaches for OL-RBSA are discussed in detail in chapter 4.
Implementation of the parallel algorithm is one of the crucial stages of parallel
processing. The performance of the parallel algorithm significantly depends on the parallel
computer architecture on which it is implemented. Grain size, which is q.efined as the amount
of computation allowed before every word of communication is needed, also affects the
performance. Proper selection of the grain size and computer architecture is very essential for
achieving better performance. All the three parallelization approaches proposed are
implemented on a network of Windows NT clusters. Programming language used is
MultiMatlab - extension of MATLAB to parallel programming and MPI is used for message

passing. Implementation details of the parallel algorithms for OL-RBSA are discussed in
detail in chapter 5.

1.5. Outline of Thesis
The motivation behind this work is to identify techniques to enhance the execution
speed of the OL-RBSA application and to improve its performance, such that OL-RBSA can
be offered as an on-line tool to the power system operators, helping them to take better
security-economy decisions. On-line risk based security assessment approach and the
procedure for calculation of the risk indices for different types of security problems are
briefly discussed in chapter.. 2.
.

Parallel probessing techniques have been in{estigated to enhance the execution speed
of the OL-RBSA application. A brief introduction to parallel processing, and a brief
description of the power systems applications that have been attempted for parallelization are
discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the proposed parallelization approaches for OLRBSA application. Chapter 5 discusses the software and hardware issues of the
parallelization of OL-RBSA. Results of the parallelization are shown in Chapter 6.
Concluding remarks and suggestions for the future work are presented in Chapter 7.

.
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2. ON-LIN,E RISK BASED SECURITY ASSESSMENT

The main function of OL-RBSA is to provide refined measures of security level for
high voltage electric transmission system operation. The general approach is to compute
various types of indices for overload security (line flows and cascading overloads) and
voltage security (low voltages and voltage instability) for the next time interval as a function
of the current state estimation result, given the uncertainties in contingencies and uncertainty
in the next time interval's operating condition (it can be uncertainty in total load level, load
sharing factor, load power factor and generation dispatch). The ratings-based indices
characterize event impact based on the circuit flow ratings, bus voltage magnitude limitations
and load margin imposed by traditional reliability criteria. These indices provide the
probabilistic expectation of the number of violations in the next time interval.

2.1. Conceptual Basis for Risk Calculation
The underlying concept for the rating-based risk calculations is that the security level
is the sum of the products of probability and the resulting impact or severity of all scenarios
during the next time interval, given knowledge of the present scenario [6]. A scenario is
specified by the network configuration (topology and unit commitment), together with the
operating conditions (loading and dispatch). Severity measures are computed for each bus
having voltage below a specified level and each circuit having flow above a specified level.
Buses and circuits within these levels are considered to experience negligible risk - zero risk
is assumed. Voltage instability and cascading overload severity measures are also computed.
The network configurations considered include that corresponding to the last state
estimation result, and those specified to the program in the contingency list. The contingency
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list is presented or developed by an external software application.
The operating conditions considered are that corresponding to the last state estimation
result together with all other ones that can be considered credible for the next time interval.
The credibility of an operating condition is determined from probability distributions on load,
load power factor, load sharing, and generation dispatch. Distributions on load margin, bus
voltages, and circuit flows are computed using linear sensitivity factors on these parameters
with respect to load level, load power factor, load sharing, and generation dispatch.

2.2. Indices Offered by OL-RBSA Application
The OL-RBSA computes rating-based indices for different contingencies and for four
types of security problems: overload, cascading ·. overload, low voltage, and voltage
instability. Figure 2.1 shows the three-dimensional structure of the various· risk indices
computed. For each problem, flexibility regarding the choice of index is provided as follows
[6]:

•

Expected Violations (EV): This index provides the probabilistic expectation of the
number of violations in the next time interval. The advantage of this index is that
it has an easily understood physical meaning. The disadvantages are that it does
not reflect the extent of a violations and it does not allow composition of an
overall composite security index.

•

Expected Percentage Violation (EPV): This index provides the probabilistic
expectation of the percentage violation. Thus it does in fact reflect the extent of a
violation, but it does not a allow composition of an overall composite security
index.

•

Expected Weighted Violation (EWV): This index provides the probabilistic
expectation of severity, where severity functions are specified for each problem
type to reflect their related harm. Because all severity functions evaluate to 1.0 at
the deterministic violation threshold, this index may be roughly thought of as a
probabilistic expectation of number of violations. The advantages of this index are
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Figure 2.1 Three-Dimension Structure of the Indices
The advantages of this index are that it does reflect the extent of violation and it does
allow composition of an overall security index. The disadvantage is that its physical
interpretation is less obvious than the other indices

2.3. Structure of the OL-RBSA Application
The OL-RBSA application provides results in two modes and it can be divided into
two three major parts. Figure 2.2 shows the structure of the OL-RBSA.
The OL-RBSA provides results in two basic modes:

•

Single Case Mode: This mode provides the ability to inspect risk indices for a
single operating case. The case can be a stored historical, real-time, or forecasted
case. The risk indices in this mode can be shown using any of the several
visualization techniques that are developed for this project.
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•

Serial Cases Mode: In this form, risk index variation during a time period, such
as one day, one week and so on, are shown. Risk index vs. time curves are used to
show the result. Stored operating cases corresponding to particular times may be
historical, real time or forecasted cases. Use of historical cases in serial modes
provides an effective method· of trending security levels. Use of forecasted cases
in serial mode provides an effective method of forecasting security levels. Any
one of the serial cases may also be viewed in the single case mode.

Start

Choose Mode

Single Case Mode

Series Cases Mode

No

Select Cases
Information
Load Case Information from Database
Load Cases and Results
from Database

Index Tyve Selection and Some Other Preparation

OL-RBSA Calculation En6>ine

Visualization of Result

No
Stop

Figure 2.2 Structure of the OL-RBSA
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The OL-RBSA can be divided into three major parts as:

•

Man-Machine Interface: It enables the user to select the mode, the cases, the
risk index types, and to form the contingency list. In addition, the user may define
some values, such as the severity function, load increase directions for CPF
(continuation power flow), and slack pick-up factors. The blocks inside the
dashed line frame in Figure 2.1 belong to the Man-Machine Interface.

•

OL-RBSA Calculation Engine: It is the main part of the OL-RBSA and
calculates the required indices. This is discussed in detail in section 1.4

•

Visualization Module: It offers different visualization methods to show the result
efficiently and effectively.

2.4. Structure of the OL-RBSA Calculati.on Engine
The OL-RBSA calculation engine is the main part of the software. Its task is to
calculate the rating-based indices for the low voltage, overload, voltage collapse and
cascading problems. The flow chart of the calculation engine is shown in Figure 2.3. The
calculation includes two main steps:
•

Calculate the risk indices for each contingency

•

Combine the risk of all contingencies

2.4. 1. Calculation of the Risk Indices of Each Contingency

In this step, the risk indices of each contingency are calculated for a given
contingency state, i.e., a post-contingency power flow solution. The procedure for this step

1s:
•

Power flow calculation. The power flow will be solved at first, and its result will
be used by the following risk calculation

•

If the voltage collapse problem is not considered, go to next step otherwise

calculate the voltage collapse risk
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•

If the low voltage collapse problem is not considered, go to next step otherwise

calculate the low volta~e risk
•

If the overload problem is not considered, go to next step otherwise calculate the

overload risk
•

If the cascading problem is not considered, go to next step otherwise calculate the

cascading risk
The details of the risk calculation of voltage collapse, low voltage, overload and
cascading will be introduced in Section 2.5.

No

Next Con!ingeney

Yes

Power How

Read Case Information (Including
Etv1S Durnp and Contingency List)

OL Risk OJ.lcu1ation
No

Yes

VC Risk C,akulation

Con1bine Risk of Ccntingenci~

No

Yes

CC Risk Calculation

To Result Visualization Module
Yes

LV Risk Calculation

Figure 2.3 Flow Chart of Calculation Engine
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2.4.2. Combination of the Risk of All Contingencies

In this step, for each security problem, the risk indices of each contingency are
weighted by the corresponding probability and then summed, resulting in the total risk of
each security problem. In this step, the uncertainty of the contingency is considered.

2.5. Risk Calculations for Different Security Probl,ems
In this section, the procedures for the calculation of the voltage collapse, low voltage,
overload and cascading risk indices for a contingency are introduced. They are the expansion
of the corresponding blocks in the flow chart of Figure 2.3.

2.5.1. Voltage Collapse

The flow chart for calculation of voltage collapse risk for a given contingency is
shown in Figure 2.4. For a given contingency, first continuation power flow (CPF) is run to
get the loadability value. Because of the uncertainty of the operating condition, the
loadability is also uncertain. If uncertainty is relatively small, and if it is assumed that the
uncertain parameters are multivariate normal about their values in the power flow case, the
loadability is normally distributed. The loadability value obtained from CPF is its expected
value. The variance of the loadability is calculated by using the sensitivity of loadability to
uncertain system parameters and the variance of uncertain system parameters. The voltage
collapse risk is quantified using the margin Mi, which is the difference between real load and
loadability. The probability distribution function of Mi is calculated using the formulations in
the third block of Figure 2.4. Then the discrete and/or continuous severity function is used to
calculate the voltage collapse risk of the system under this contingency.

2.5.2. Low Voltage

The flow chart for calculation of low voltage risk for a given contingency is shown in
Figure 2.5. In low voltage risk assessment, the objective is to assess the low voltage risk of
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each bus. But in reality it is not necessary to assess the risk of all buses, as some buses may
not have a low voltage problem at all, if their voltage magnitudes are larger than 1.0 p.u. So
first, a screening voltage magnitude (for example, 1.0 p.u.) is used to find out the buses that
may have low voltage problems (their voltage magnitudes are lower than the screening
voltage magnitude). These buses are called stressed buses. Low voltage risk of only the
stressed buses need to assessed. Because of the uncertainty of the operating condition, the
voltage magnitude of each bus is also uncertain. If uncertainty is relatively small, and if it is
assumed that the uncertain parameters are multivariate normal about their values in the
power flow case, the bus voltage follows a normal distribution
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The expected value of the voltage magnitude is obtained from the power flow. The
variance of the voltage magnitude is calculated by using the sensitivity of voltage magnitude
to uncertain system parameters and the variance of uncertain system parameters. After
getting the probability distribution function of the voltage magnitude, the low voltage risk of
the stressed buses is calculated. The severity function, Sev(Vij), can be the discrete,
continuous or percentage of violation severity function. The screen voltage should be higher
than the maximum non-zero severity voltage

(as determined by the severity function),

because the risk calculation depends on the bus voltage probability distribution function
(pdf), not just the expected voltage.
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2.5.3. Overload

The flow chart for calculation of overload risk given a contingency is shown in Figure
2.6. In overload risk assessment, the objective is to assess the overload risk of each circuit.
But in reality it is not necessary to assess the risk of all circuits, as some circuits may not
have an overload problem at all, if the flow on them is very small. So first, a screening flow
(for example 90% of the rated flow) is used to identify the circuits that may have an overload
problem (their flows are higher than the screening flow). These circuits are called stressed
circuits. Overload risk of only these stressed circuits needs to be assessed. Because of the
uncertainty of the operating condition, the flow of each circuit is also uncertain. If .
uncertainty is relatively small, and if it is assumed that the uncertain parameters are
multivariate normal about their values in the power flow case, the circuit flow follows the
normal distribution. The expected value of the flow is obtained from .the power flow. The
variance of the circuit flow.is calculated by using the sensitivity of circuit>flow to uncertain
system parameters and the variance of uncertain system parameters. After getting the
probability distribution function of the circuit flow, the overload risk of the stressed buses is
calculated. The severity function, Sev(Fij), can be the discrete, continuous or percentage of
violation severity function.
The screening flow should be lower than the maximum non-zero severity flow (as
determined by the severity function), because the risk calculation depends on the flow
probability distribution function (pdf), not just the expected flow.

2.5.4. Cascading

The flow chart for calculation of cascading risk for a given contingency is shown in
Figure 2.7. In cascading risk calculation, only the cascading of circuits (transmission lines
and transformers) caused by the overload of the circuits needs to be col).sidered. The number
of outaged circuits beyond cascading Level 2 (in the flow chart, it is represented as
"Number_of_Out_Circuits") will be used to quantify the severity of cascading overloads.
The Number_of_Out_Circuits will be counted until the Cascading Level reaches the
Maximal Cascading Level, if no overload happens or power flow divergence is encountered.
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2.6. Motivation for Parallelization
As mentioned previously in this chapter, risk assessment is inherently more
computationally demanding than deterministic assessment. This is due to the fact that
uncertainty analysis requires assessment of a range of operating conditions rather than a
single condition as done in the deterministic analysis. With the use of good programming
techniques (particularly vectorization), efficient algorithms, and intelligent screening
methods, a single 500 MHz computer approximately requires 46.7 minutes to perform OLRBSA on an approximately 1600 bus stressed system for 18 contingencies.
Though this is satisfactory, the ability to evaluate larger number of contingencies in a
shorter time is desirable, giving more detailed information of the system. A more accurate
syst1/m security index can be obtained by evaluating a larger number of contingencies, which
can be effectively used in the decision making process. Also one the main goals of the OLRBSA application is to offer risk indices to the operator hourly so that they can be used while
making the hourly dispatch decisions. Some of the scenarios can be more stressed, requiring
longer times for the evaluation of these scenarios. This time can be more than an hour, which
is undesirable. The ultimate goal of the OL-RBSA application is the ability to evaluate 400
contingencies in 15 minutes for the same system under the same stressed conditions.
Therefore the use of parallel processing has been investigated to achieve this.

2.7. Summary of the Chapter
This chapter introduces the risk based security assessment approach. A brief overview
of the conceptual basis for risk indices calculations, types of indices offered by the OLRBSA and the structure of the OL-RBSA application is provided. The methodology of risk
calculations for different security problems is presented. The need for shorter computation
time and the ability to evaluate large number of contingencies is presented and the motivation
for the use of parallel processing is established
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3. PARALLEL PROCESSING AND POWER SYSTEMS
APPLICATIONS

Power systems problems are large and require longer CPU times. Parallel processing
offers a way to reduce these longer computation times and allows detailed models to be
analyzed. Parallel processing is relatively new field in power system analysis. Active
de".'elopment in .the field e>f parallel archit~cture, _parallel software and parallel algorithms
began in the early 1960's. Parallel processing uses multiple computers, or computers. with
multiple processors, to solve a single problem. Parallel processing has been successfully
applied to a variety of power systems applications ranging from power flow to short circuit
analysis.

3.1. Parallel Processing
There is a continual demand for greater computational speed from a computer system
than is currently available. Scientific and engineering problems require great computational
speeds. Some of the problems that require high CPU power are weather forecasting,
prediction of the motion of the astronomical bodies, and DNA analysis. One way to increase
the computational speed is using multiple processors operating together to solve a single
problem.
Parallel processmg uses multiple computers, or computers with multiple internal
processors, to solve a problem at a greater computation speed than using a single computer
[8]. It also offers the opportunity to tackle larger problems; that is problems with more
computational steps, or problems with more memory requirements; the later because multiple
computer and multiprocessor systems often have more total memory than a single computer.
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There are different types of parallel computer systems depending on the location of
the processors, memory associated, and the interconnection among the processors. Shared
memory, distributed memory, multiprocessor, multicomputer systems are various versions of
the parallel computer systems. In distributed memory parallel computer system, memory is
distributed among the computers and each computer has its own address space. Here, a
processor can only access a location in its own memory. The interconnection network is
provided among the processors to send messages to other processors.
Processors and communication networks are the two major components that
contribute to a parallel computer system. Processor technology has been advancing rapidly
for the past three decades, with the processor speeds more or less following the famous
Moore's law [9]. Rapid advances in the network technology also have started in the early
1990's motivating the network paradigm of computing [10). Most of the computers are now
• networked locally to share facilities such as printers and common software. The emergence ·
of powerful workstations and networked computers led to the possibility of using such
networks for parallel computing. It is now widely recognized that a cluster of workstations
(COWs), or network of workstations (NOWs), offers a very attractive alternative to
expensive supercomputers and parallel computer systems for high-performance computing.
The success of "cluster computing" is essentially due to the increasing power of the
workstations. Moreover, the development of high-speed networks, capable to sustain up to
Gbits/s, drastically narrowed the bandwidth and latency gap between an interconnection
network in a parallel machine and a communications network in a distributed system.
Heterogeneity and portability are the primary goals of the developed distributed systems and
programming environments. Heterogeneity allows connecting different machines from
different vendors to form a single virtual parallel computing environment.
Using a cluster of workstations has a number of significant and well-enumerated
advantages over specifically designed multiprocessor systems. Key advantages are as follows
[8]:

•

Very high performance workstations and PCs are readily available at low cost

•

The latest processors can easily be incorporated into the system as they become
available
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•

Existing software can be used or modified

The communication network for workstations has commonly been an Ethernet type,
consisting of a single wire, to which all computers attach. There are two wide spread
standard Ethernet connections: l0Mbits/sec and l00Mbits/sec. In addition there are various
types of interconnection standards in use - Gigabit Ethernet, High performance parallel
interface (HIPPI), fiber optics, Marinet, ATM. Standard message passing library - Message
Passing Interface (MPI) is used for programming the cluster of workstations or the
distributed memory machines [11-13]
A few relevant definitions and concepts that will be used hereafter are:
•

Distinction between 'process' and 'processor':

'A process is a program along

with its environment (its.• support structures) [14].' A process contains the
'program' (the machine instructions and space set aside for data) as well as other
information required by the operating system, such as page tables, information
about open files, stack, and so forth. The only thing that a process lacks is
something to 'run' on - the processor. A process has a life of its own,
independent of the existence of the processor(s) on which it may execute. On a
heavily loaded, time-sharing computer, many processes share a single or small
number of processors
•

Grain size: Granularity is defined as the size of the computation between
communication or synchronization points [8]. In coarse-grained applications, a
large number of computations are allowed before every word of communication
needed [15]. In fine-grained applications the computations allowed are less before
every word of communication needed.

•

Speedup:

Speedup is the measure of relative performance between a

multiprocessor system and a single processor system [8, 16]. It is denoted by as
S(n ) and defined as:

S(n)

=

Execution time using one processor
Execution time using a multiprocessor with n processors
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For comparing a parallel solution with a sequential solution, the fastest known
sequential algorithm is used for running on a single processor. The underlying
algorithm for the parallel implementation might be different.
•

Efficiency: The parallel system efficiency, E, is defined as [8,13]:
Execution time using one processor
E=------------------------Execution time using a mulitprocessor * number of processors

ts

tp

*n

Efficiency is a measure of the processor utilization. It measures the contribution
of each processor to the parallel solution when i processors are employed - that is,
E equals the average efficiency per processor when the problem is run with i
parallel processors.
•

Scalability:

Scalability

suggests

that

increased

problem

size

can

be

accommodated with inctea:sed parallel system size for a particular architecture
and algorithm [8]

3.2. ParaJlel Processing and its Applications to Power Systems
Power systems applications are computationally intensive and the computer
requirements for the ideal solutions invariably exceed computer capabilities. Consequently,
every application is some kind of a compromise. The main factors contributing to the
computational burden of power system simulations are [17]:
•

Size of the power networks

•

Detail of modeling

•

Sophistication of applications

•

Time spans of dynamic simulations

Processor power has been increasing rapidly, following the famous Moore's law,
while at the same time the power system interconnections have been growing along with the
need for shorter computation times. Parallel processing can provide a way to deal with the
computational burden of the power systems applications. Parallel processing as defined by
the power systems community is [15]:
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"Parallel processing is a form of information processing in which two or more processors
together with some form of inter-processor communications system, co-operate on the
solution of a problem. "
The size of the power systems problems and the current solution times strongly
encourage parallel processing. Parallel processing allows for the reduction in the computation
time by utilizing more than one processor to work on the same problem. Parallel processing
can be used for two types of applications [17]:
•

Those in which the computing time is more critical than the computer cost

•

Those in which computing time is secondary to cost

On-line power systems control applications are some of the applications that come .
under the first category. Short execution time. is crucial to these on-line applications,.
justifying the use of parallel processing. For off-line applications the overall performance
criteria is generally the cost benefit ratio.
The power systems community recognized the importance of parallel processing and
the possible reductions of the computation times with parallel processing in the early 1970's
[ 17, 18]. Since then, many researchers have applied parallel processing techniques to various
power systems applications on various parallel architectures. Some of architectures that have
been used for parallel processing are vector processors such as Cray, IBM 3090NF, MPP;
array processors; transputers; shared memory machines, such as BBN Butterfly, Balance,
Enforce, Alliant FX-8; distributed memory machines, such as iPSC and nCUBE [15,19].
Two kinds of improvements are expected from the reduction of computation time
using parallel processing [19]:
•

To be able to use time consuming software modules in real-time

•

To increase the size of the problem and the level of details of the power system
model

Parallel processing has been applied to a wide range of applications for the past three
decades with many of these attempts being more or less successful. Parallelization of power
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flow and transient stability analysis received much attention because of their importance in
power system analysis. Parallel processing has been applied to many other areas like short
circuit studies, reliability analysis, contingency analysis, small signal stability, state
estimation and optimal power flow. An effective parallelization requires proper selection and
matching of granularity of the parallel algorithm and parallel architecture on which it is
implemented.

3.3. Parallel Processing Applied to Power Flow Analysis
Power flow calculation is one of the basic power system analysis applications. The
interconnected generation and transmission system is large and any problem formulation
tends to have thousands of equations. Power flow calculation requires the simultaneous
solution of

a· large

set of nonlinear algebraic equations. The usual algorithms of iterative

matrix solution exploit the extreme sparsity of the underlying network connectivity to gain
speed and conserve storage. Though there have been attempts for developing parallel
algorithms dealing with sparse matrices [17], to date parallel algorithms for handling sparse
matrices are not competitive to parallel dense matrix methods [15].
Some of the early attempts to parallelize the power flow application were focused on
the vector processor techniques. Reference [17] gives the details of the attempts to use
vectorization techniques. A Fortran general asymmetric sparse matrix equation solver that
detects the opportunities for vector operations has been used. In the symbo lie preprocessor
stage the structure of the L and U maps is determined and the results are passed on to a
vectorized numeric solution stage for the vector calculations. Reference [17] also gives the
details of a power flow parallelization approach that uses network decomposition techniques.
The network decomposition technique used is iterative in nature allowing parallel processing.
This approach was implemented on IBM Systern/360. Suitability of various power flow
algorithms to vectorization is detailed in reference [20]. Traingularized Y approach, Newton
approach, and fast decoupled approaches are implemented on vector processors and it was
found that Newton method has the best performance. Power flow parallelization using an
array processor is detailed in reference [21].
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A maJor part of the computation effort in the power flow analysis is spent in
evaluating the Jacobian terms. Parallel LU decomposition techniques are used to evaluate the
Jacobian terms and this parallel power flow algorithm was implemented on the shared
memory Alliant FX/80 parallel computer [22]. Though the speedups achieved are not ideal,
this approach has better performance over the earlier approaches using vector and array
processors. Recent attempts at parallelizing power flow applications used heterogeneous
multiple processor systems [23]. This heterogeneous transputer system consists of a single
digital signal processor, with the rest of the processors being ordinary CPU's. After
triangular factorization of the Jacobian matrix, the lower right part of the matrix becomes
dense, while the upper left part remains sparse. Ordinary CPU's are used to calculate the
sparse upper left part of the matrix, and the digital signal processor is used to calculate the
lower right dense.part of the matrix.

3.4. Parallel Processing Applied to Transient Stability Analysis
The transient stability program is used extensively for the off-line dynamic analysis
of the power system, but has been too slow for significant on-line use. A significant speedup
by parallel processing will allow on-line transient stability analysis. The transient stability
problem requires solution of the differential equations that represent the dynamics of the
rotating machines together with the algebraic equations that represent the interconnecting
network. The set of differential algebraic equations have various non-linearities and some
sort of numerical method is usually used to obtain the step-by-step time solution. In terms of
the structure, the differential equations can be looked on as block diagonal (one block for
each machine) and the sparse algebraic equations as providing the interconnection between
the blocks. This block diagonal structure has made the transient stability problem more
amenable to parallel processing than the power flow application [15].
Early attempts to parallelize transient stability analysis were based on the diakoptics
techniques, which allow the solution procedure to be carried out in a piecemeal fashion rather
than all in one piece [17]. Attempts were also made to design special multiprocessor
computers for the transient stability analysis detailed in reference [24]. Here, the solution of
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the network equations (I

= YE)

was concentrated and the multiprocessor computer was

designed to maximize the parallelization of this part of the analysis.
To exploit inherent parallelism of the problem, several non-traditional methods have
been proposed [25-29]. The DAE equations can be solved by the traditional integration
approaches at every step, or they can be solved using the discretized simultaneous
approaches. The decomposition of the system variables into groups is known as
parallelization-in-space. In addition since several time steps can be solved simultaneously, it
is possible to parallelize-in-time [15]. Shifted-Picard method using parallelism-in-time is
detailed in reference [25]. Here, each processor is devoted to the evaluation of the complete
set of variables relative to each time step. The algorithm was implemented on a transputer
network. Reference [26] discusses the implementation of Shifted-Picard method on a
distributed computing platform of 8 DEC ALPHA Axp -3000/500 workstations connected
together by a proprietary DEC Gigaswitch network allowing a bandwidth of 200 Mbits/sec.
Relaxation method using the parallelism in time and space is presented in reference
[27]. Here, the algebraic-differential set of equations that describe the system are transformed
by trapezoidal rule, into a unique algebraic problem at each time step. All the equations for
every time-step are solved concurrently by an indirect method using the parallelism in space
and in time. Implementation of the parallel version of the very dishonest Newton (VDHN)
method and successive over relaxed (SOR) algorithms on shared memory multiprocessor
machines - iPSC/2 and Alliant is presented in reference [28]. Performance of Gauss,
Newton, relaxed Newton methods on iPSC/2 and Alliant FX/8 machines is discussed in [29].
Newton method was found to give best performance compared to the other methods.
Reference [30] details the performance of the shifted-picard and very dishonest Newton
approaches on Sequent Symmetry - a shared memory machine, and on nCUBE - a
distributed memory machine.
There have been some successful attempts to parallelize transient stability
applications that use traditional approaches [31]. Here, the differential equations are solved in
parallel by assigning these equations among the processors. The network equations in this
approach are solved using the parallel LU factorization techniques. The advantage of this
approach is that very little extra work is incurred in the software modification and the
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convergence rate remains the same as that of the standard procedure on single processor
which none of the non-traditional approaches guarantee. This approach is implemented on a
distributed computing system

3.5. Parallel Processing Applied to Security Assessment
Contingency analysis is one of the power systems applications that are amenable to
parallel processing. They involve the same algorithm for evaluation of all the contingencies,
and each task is quite independent of another. There are some successful attempts to
parallelize security assessment applications [19,32,33].
SYREL is an EPRI package used to evaluate the steady-state reliability of the
combined generation and transmission system of an electric utility 'using probabilistic
methods. It calculates· the upper and lower bounds on the reliability indices for an electric
utility system by evaluating a set of contingencies. The two major computational sections in
SYREL consume almost 90% of the total time are contingency evaluation, and the
computation of boundaries on the reliability indices. Contingency evaluation is parallelized
such that each process or node on the hypercube calculates different contingencies
concurrently. Three parallel versions of the SYREL program have been designed based on
the modifications to the data storage of the results [32]. Implementation of the parallel
program was done on a 16-node hypercube - iPSC/1 - MX/D4. A speedup of a magnitude
was obtained with 16 processors. The results of parallelization are satisfactory though not
close to the theoretical maximum.
EVERISTE is an on-line application providing an indicator of voltage stability and is
intended to run every fifteen minutes. The purpose of this application is to evaluate the
proximity to the voltage collapse for each power system simulation analyzed by the user. To
achieve this goal, the application simulates power system behavior in response to increased
load levels, up to the point at which voltage stability problems begins to appear. Each time
the application is run, it simulates the current base case plus a number of contingency cases.
This application has been parallelized and implemented on distributed memory machine PCI
CONCERTO with up to 32 nodes and with two dedicated transputers used at each node for
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communication [19]. Parallelization was done based on the task farming method. Nonparallelizable code is run on the master processor and the parallelizable code is run slave
processors. Results of parallelization were encouraging.
MEXICO is a numerical tool used in planning studies. It assesses the power system
reliability and operating costs by evaluating large number of contingencies for generation and
transmission equipment. This application uses a probabilistic approach and linear
programming techniques. Given data on equipment availability rates, a set of global
availability situations covering all generation and transmission resources is randomly
sampled. Then it determines an optimum generation profile to minimize the overall cost
function while satisfying the criteria that generation/consumption load is balanced, and line
flow limits under normal or incidental conditions are not violated. Parallelization can be
achieved based on ·the fact that the power system states evaluated can be handled
independently provided that random sampling is performed before the beginning of the
parallel section [19]. This parallel algorithm was implemented on shared memory machine
CRAY YMP 4128, and the performance was found to be satisfactory.
A few other successful attempts to parallelize security assessment applications exist
[33, 34]. Reference [33] details the efforts to parallelize a multi-area reliability assessment
application that calculates Loss-of-load-probability (LOLP) and Expected power not supplied
(EPNS) indices. The parallel algorithm was implemented on a 16 CPU multi-processor
system with MS/DOS as the operating system.

3.6. Parallel Processing applied to other Power System Applications
Parallel processing has been applied to many other areas of power systems analysis to
gain from the decreased computation times. One of the areas that attracted many researchers
is the parallelization of the optimal power flow (OPF). Security constrained optimal power
flow determines the minimum cost operating point which will not lead to overload, if any
contingency out of a given list occurs. References [35-37] detail some of the attempts to
parallelize security constrained optimal power flow application. One of the parallelization
approaches assigns the calculation of severity indices, generation of active constraints and
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local fault tolerance subtask to the slave tasks while the master task acts as a fault tolerance
manager initiating the slaves, ranking the contingencies and deciding the stopping criteria
[35,36]. A few other parallel algorithms for security constrained optimal power flow were
documented in reference [34,37]. In a parallel algorithm discussed in reference [34], the
master processor solves the base-case dispatch problem augmented with the feasibility
information from the contingency sub problems. All the other processors calculate the
Benders cuts related to the post-contingency configurations.
Parallel processing has been applied to other areas of power system analysis as well.
Some of them include short circuit analysis [38], small disturbance stability [39], state
estimation [40], and Monte-Carlo simulations for reliability analysis [41].

3.7. Summary of the Chapter
Basic concepts of parallel processmg and the cluster computing paradigm are
presented in this chapter. Also some of the standard terms used in parallel processing are
formally defined. Benefits that parallel processing can bring in to the power system analysis
are presented and a brief review of the power systems applications that have been attempted
for parallelization is given. A brief review of some of these approaches for parallelization of
power flow, transient stability analysis, and security assessment are presented.
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4. PARALLELIZATION OF ON-LINE RIS:K BASED
SECURITY ASSESSMENT APPLICATION

On-Line Risk Based Security Assessment is computationally more demanding
compared to the deterministic assessment as discussed in Chapter 2. This is due to the fact
that the uncertainty analysis requires assessment of a range of operating conditions rather
than a single condition. Also, evaluating more contingencies helps accurate representation of
the system security level. Being an on-line tool to the operators, short computation time is
very essential to OL-RBSA. By using more processors, parallel processing offers a way to
evaluate large contingencies in short time.
The structure of the OL-RBSA application is amenable to parallel programming. OLRBSA application computes the risk indices for various contingencies for different type of
security problems as discussed in Chapter 2. All the contingencies that need to be evaluated
are specified by the contingency list. The risk indices for all the contingencies for a security
problem are composed together to form the 'composite risk' for that security problem. And
the risk indices for all the security problems are composed together to form the 'composite
system risk.' The fact that computation of risk indices for various contingencies for different
type of security problems are more or less independent of each other allows for
parallelization of the OL-RBSA application.
Parallelization of the OL-RBSA application comes under the "coarse-grained"
parallel applications. Coarse-grained parallel applications are those which allow large
number of computations to be performed before intercommunication among the parallel
processors is needed [15]. Based on the distinct functions being performed by the OL-RBSA
application, it can be parallelized using two approaches. These two approaches are
•

Parallelization by Functionality

•

Parallelization by Contingency
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These two approaches for parallelization of the OL-RBSA application are discussed
in detail in the rest of this chapter.

4.1. Parallelization by Functionality
OL-RBSA application calculates risk indices for different security problems. And the
calculations of the risk indices for different security problems are more or less independent of
each other. This is the basis for parallelization in this approach - parallelization by
functionality. In this approach, a process is assigned all risk calculations for a particular

security problem. Each process in this approach computes the risk indices for a security
problem, e.g., voltage collapse, low voltage, overload, or cascading. Risk for a particular
security problem is evaluated for an· the contingencies in the contingency list. After the
computation of the risk indices for the assigned security problem all the processes
communicate to calculate the 'composite system risk indices.'
The algorithm for Parallelization by Functionality is shown in Figure 4.1. In this
approach, the 'master process' allocates the security problems to be evaluated to all the
processes in the parallel computer system including itself. After the assignment of the
security problems by the master process, each process starts evaluating the risk indices for
the assigned security problem for each contingency in the contingency list. The risk
evaluation for a particular security problem resulting from a contingency involves running
the power flow to identify the stressed buses and calculating the probability distribution
functions and the cost of collapse/interruption.
A processor calculates either low voltage risk, or voltage collapse risk, or overload
risk, or cascading risk indices for all the contingencies in the contingency list. After the
completion of the risk calculation for that security problem, risk indices are communicated
with the master process and also with rest of the processes in the parallel computer system to
calculate the 'composite system risk indices.' The risk indices computed by the slave
processes are communicated with the master process and are saved on the master process's
local memory for further use by the visualization application.
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Figure 4.1 Algorithm for Parallelization by Functionality
Visualization of the results to the operator is one of the key parts of the OL-RBSA
application. This part is run sequentially, as the computation burden of this part is low.
The basic operations performed by the master process are:
•

Initiates the slave processes and allocates the security problems to be evaluated to
all the processes in the parallel computer system
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•

Calculates the risk indices for the assigned security problem for each contingency
in the contingency list. For each contingency i:
Power flow is run to determine the stressed buses/circuits
Mean and variances for the violation under consideration are calculated,
and the probability density function is determined

•

Calculates the composite security problem risk by composing the risk of all the
contingencies for that contingency

•

Receives the composite security problem risk indices from all the slave processes,
and saves the results in the local memory for further use by the visualization
application

•

Computes the 'composite system risk' by composing the risk of all the security
problems evaluated

The basic operations performed by the slave processes are:
•

Receives the security problem allocation from the master process

•

Calculates the risk indices for the assigned security problem for each contingency
in the contingency list. For each contingency i:
Power flow is run to determine the stressed buses
Mean and variances for the violation under consideration are calculated,
and the probability density function is determined

•

Calculates the composite security problem risk by composing the risk of all the
contingencies

•

Sends the composite risk indices for the evaluated security problem to the master
process for use by the visualization application

The advantage of this approach of parallelization is that it is simple and easy to
implement. The communication burden is low compared to the other approaches to be
discussed below. This is because only the 'composite risk indices' for the security problems
need to be communicated among the processors. Using this approach the speedup and
efficiency achieved are reasonably good.
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The disadvantage of this approach is that the scalability is low. This approach cannot
be easily extended to a larger number of processors. The maximum number of processors
that one can use with this approach is limited to the number of security problems being
evaluated. Also the load balance among the processors with this approach is poor. This is
because the computation of the risk indices for various security problems need not always be
of the same order, and some processes may take an excessively long time relative to other
processes in the parallel computer system, thereby severely effecting the performance. This
limits the speedup and efficiency of this approach to be low compared to the theoretical
maximum. Parallelization by contingency overcomes these disadvantages.

4.2. Parallelization by Contingency
.

.

.

OL-RBSA application calculates risk indices for each contingency in the contingency
list for different security problems. The risk calculations for each contingency are more or
less independent of each other. This information is the basis for this approach Parallelization by Contingency. In this approach, contingencies are allocated among the
processes. The master process allocates the contingencies to be evaluated to the processes in

the parallel computer system. After the allocation of the contingencies, each process
calculates the risk indices for the assigned contingencies for all the security problems.
The basic structure of the Parallelization by Contingency is shown in Figure 4.2. The
master process allocates the contingencies to be evaluated to the processes in the parallel
computer system. Each process calculates the risk indices for the assigned contingencies for
all the system security problems. After the computation of risk indices for the assigned
contingencies, all the processes in the parallel computer system communicate to compute the
'composite system risk indices.'
The advantage of this approach of parallelization is that the scalability is high
compared to the parallelization by functionality approach. This is because the number of
processors that can be used for parallelization is not limited by number of security problems
being evaluated. The performance of this approach is better than the parallelization by
functionality approach. This is because of the reduction in the time spent by the processes
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waiting for other processes to complete the execution; evaluation of different contingencies
takes more or less same time.
The contingencies can be allocated to the slave processes using two approaches.
•

Static allocation of the contingencies

•

Dynamic allocation of the contingencies

Master

Contingency

Allocation

Slaves

Figure 4.2 Parallelization by Contingency

4.2. 1. Static Allocation of the Contingencies

In this approach, contingencies are statically allocated to all the processes in the
parallel computer system. The master process allocates the contingencies to be evaluated
equally among the processes in the parallel computer system before the start of the parallel
computation. If the number of the contingencies is not divisible by the number of processes,
then some of the processes are allocated one contingency more than the rest of the processes.
This approach can be used with any number of processors starting from one, limited only by
the number of contingencies being evaluated.
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After the allocation of the contingencies by the master process, all the processes start
evaluating risk indices for each contingency allocated. Risk evaluation for each contingency
is done for all the security problems. The algorithm for parallelization by static allocation of
the contingencies is shown in Figure 4.3. Risk evaluation for a particular contingency and a
particular security problem involves the execution of the power flow to identify the stressed
buses/circuits, calculation of the probability density functions and the risk imposed by the
various security problems.
After evaluation of the risk indices for a contingency, the next allotted contingency to
that process is evaluated. This is repeated until the process completes the risk evaluation of
all the allotted contingencies. After each process completes the evaluation of all the allotted
contingencies, it communicates with the master process and with other slave processes to
compute the 'composite system risk indices.' The slave processes communicate with the
master processes and the risk indices are saved in the master process's local memory for
further usage by the visualization module.
The main functions performed by the master process are:
•

Initiates the slave processes and allocates the contingencies equally among the
processes (including itself); if the number of contingencies is not perfectly
divisible among the processors, some of the processes are allocated one
contingency more than the rest of the processes

•

Send the contingency allotment to the respective processes

•

Risk is evaluated for each contingency for all the security problems. For each
contingency i:
Power flow is run to determine the stressed buses/circuits
For each security problem (say voltage collapse, low voltage, overload or
cascading):
+

Mean and variance and probability density functions are determined
for the violations corresponding to the security problem being
evaluated

+

Calculate the severity of the load interruption/ system collapse
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+

Obtain the risk for the contingency i and the security problem being
evaluated by taking the product of the probability and the severity
associated with it

•

Communicates with the slave processes to compute the 'composite risk' for each
security problem and 'composite system risk' for all the security problems

•

Save the 'composite' risk indices in the local memory for further usage by the
visualization application

The major functions performed by the 'slave' processes are:
•

Receive the contingency allotment from the master process

•

Evaluate the risk for each contingency for all the security problems. For each
contingency i:
Power flow is run to determine the stressed buses/circuits
For each security problem (say voltage collapse, low voltage, overload or
cascading):
+

Mean and variance of the probability distribution functions are
determined for the violations corresponding to the security problem
being evaluated

+

Calculate the severity of the load interruption/ system collapse

+

Obtain the risk for the contingency i and the security problem being
evaluated by taking the product of the probability and the severity
associated with it

•

Communicate with the master processes and other slave processes to compute the
'composite risk' indices for each security problem and 'composite system risk
indices' for all the security problems

The advantage of this approach of parallelization is that it bas better scalability
compared to parallelization by functionality. The maximum number of processors that can be
with this approach is limited only by the number of contingencies being evaluated. This limit
usually is high, allowing a large number of processors to be used for parallelization, thereby
increasing the scalability.
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Another major advantage of this approach -is that it has better load balance among the
processors. This is because the time spent by the processes waiting for other processes to
complete execution is reduced considerably by dividing the contingencies almost equally
among the processes; evaluation of different contingencies takes more or less the same time.
This in turn improves the performance of the parallel algorithm. This approach has overall
better performance compared to the parallelization by functionality. The effort needed to
implement this approach is not very high.
The disadvantage of this approach is that communication burden is larger compared
to the earlier approach. This is because the intermediate results for various contingencies
have to be communicated among the processes for the computation of the 'composite risk
indices' for each security problem and for the computation of 'composite system risk
indices.' Speedup and efficiency, though better than parallelization by functionality, do . not
reach their theoretical maximums. ·This is because the computational intensity of the risk
evaluation depends on the number of stressed buses for that contingency; and some
contingencies may have more stressed buses than others, thereby increasing the computation
time. This affects the load balance among the processes, resulting in lower efficiency and
speedup. This disadvantage is overcome by using dynamic allocation of the contingencies.

4.2.2. Dynamic Allocation of the Contingencies

In this approach the contingencies are allocated to the slave processes dynamically at
run time depending on the computational load on the processors. The master process is
dedicated for scheduling/allocating contingencies to the processes. Slave processes compute
the risk indices for the allotted contingencies. The algorithm for this approach of
parallelization is shown in Figure 4.4. Dynamic allocation of the contingencies reduces the
time spent by the processes waiting for other processes to complete the execution, as the load
on the processes is evenly distributed. This in turn improves the performance. This approach
of parallelization can be used with any number of processors without modifying any code
The 'Master' process allocates one contingency to each 'slave' process before the risk
calculations are started. After receiving the contingency to be evaluated from the master
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process each slave process starts evaluating the risk indices for that contingency. Risk is
evaluated for all security problems for each allotted contingency. The risk calculations
involve running the power flow to determine the stressed buses/circuits, determination of the
mean, variance and the probability density functions of the violations that cause the security
problems and the severity of interruption/collapse for the security problem under
consideration.
As soon as a slave process completes the calculation of the risk indices for the
allotted contingency, it communicates with the master process and requests another
contingency. If the contingencies are still available for evaluation in the contingency list, the
master process allocates the next available contingency to this slave process, which has
already completed the execution of the previously allocated contingency and is waiting for
the evaluation of the next contingency.. If all the contingencies in the contingency list are
evaluated, then all the ,processes including the master process communicate with each other
to calculate the 'composite risk indices' for all the security problems and the 'composite
system risk indices.'
The various functions performed by the master process are:
•

Initiate the slave processes and allocate one contingency to each slave process

•

Send the allotted contingency to the respective slave process

•

Receive the message from the slave process requesting allocation of a new
contingency

•

Allocate the next available contingency to the requesting slave process if the
contingencies are still available for evaluation in the contingency list

•

Send a 'done' message to the slave processes indicating that all the contingencies
are evaluated if all the contingencies in the contingency list a~e evaluated

•

Communicate with all the slave processes to calculate the 'composite risk indices'
for each security problem and 'composite system risk indices'

•

Save the risk indices evaluated in the master's local memory for further use by the
visualization module
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The major functions performed by the slave processes are:
•

Receive the contingency allocation from the master process

•

Evaluate the risk indices for the allotted contingency for all the system security
problems (voltage collapse, low voltage, overload, cascading)
Power flow is run to determine the stressed buses/circµits
For each security problem
+

Evaluate the mean, variance and the probability density functions for
the violations that cause the security problems

+

Evaluate the severity of interruption/ collapse due to this security
problem

+

Risk indices for each security problem is evaluated as the product of
the probability and the impact associated with the security problem

• ·•· Send message to· the master process requesting for a new contingency for
evaluation
•

Receive the message from the master process, which can be either a new
contingency, or a 'done' message indicating that all the contingencies are
evaluated. If the master process allots a new contingency, it is evaluated as
described above. If the master process sends a 'done' message, it waits for all
other processes to complete the execution

•

After all the processes complete the execution, it communicates with all the other
slave processes and the master process to calculate the 'co~posite risk indices'
for all the security problems and the 'composite system risk indices'

This approach achieves very good load balance, efficiency, and speedup compared to
the other approaches mentioned above. The improvement in the performance is because the
slave processes do not spend time waiting for other processes to complete their execution.
The computational intensity of the risk evaluations depends on the number of stressed buses,
and different contingencies may have different number of stressed, buses, resulting in
variations in the computational intensity for different contingencies. In the parallelization by
static allocation of contingency approach, contingencies are allocated to the processes in a
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sequence before the start of the risk calculation. This sequential allocation of contingencies
may result in the allocation of different computational intensities/loads to different processes,
resulting in different computation times. After the completion of the risk calculations for the
allotted contingencies, each process waits for the rest of the processes to complete their
execution. Then they will communicate with all other processes to compute the composite
risk indices. Due to different computation times for different processes, the time spent by
each process waiting for the rest of the processes to complete the execution may be high.
With dynamic allocation the computational intensity is evenly distributed among the
processes and hence the processes need not wait for the other processes to complete the
execution, improving the performance.
One of the unique features implemented in this approach is that the processor on
which the master process is run also runs a slave process. Two processes are run on the same
processor thus avoiding the dedication of one processor for scheduling, as is done in most of
the power system parallel applications. These two processes are independent of each other
.

and are treated as two separate entities by the processor. Time slicing of the operating system
allows these two processes to execute on the same processor whenever needed.
This approach of parallelization retains all the advantages of the static allocation of
the contingencies at the same time overcoming its disadvantages. The only disadvantage with
this approach is that programming is rather complicated.

4.3. Summary of the Chapter
Parallelization approaches for OL-RBSA application are presented in this chapter.
The basis for the parallelization of the OL-RBSA is established and the three approaches for
parallelization - parallelization by functionality, parallelization by static allocation of the
contingencies, and parallelization by dynamic allocation of the contingencies, are presented.
The advantages and shortcomings of each of these approaches are also presented.
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5. SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE ISSUES

Implementation of the parallel algorithms is one of the crucial stages of parallel
processing. Performance of a parallel algorithm depends on the architecture of the parallel
computer on which it is implemented. Different parallel algorithms have better performances
on different architectures. The grain size of the algorithm and the parallel computer
architecture are strongly related to each other. For better performance, proper selection of the
grain size and t~e corresponding p_arallel architecture is very essential.
Very few of the proposed power systems parallel algorithms have actually been
implemented on the parallel computers. If implemented, very few of them achieved the
desired performance. The reason behind the failure of most of the power systems parallel
algorithms in delivering the boosted performance is either improper selection of the grain
size of the algorithm, or improper selection of the parallel computer architecture
corresponding to the selected grain size, or both.
Most of the power systems parallel algorithms were implemented on the special
parallel computing machines like Cray, nCUBE, IBM SP, MasPar, and SGI Origin. These
machines are specially designed and built for parallel computation and are very costly. Most
of these machines are custom built according to the requirement, making them more
expensive. Recently a new concept of parallel computing is evolving wherein the existing
computers are used for parallel computation. This concept of parallel processing is called
'cluster computing' [8]. This research project deals with this kind of parallel processing.
Windows NT workstations are utilized for parallel processing. Message passing is used to
communicate between the processors.
The programming language used in this research project 1s unique. Parallel
programming languages have been the mostly either Fortran or C or recently C++. Very few
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attempts have been made to use high-level languages for parallel programming.

This

research project uses MultiMatlab-an extension of MATLAB to enable parallel processing.
MATLAB is a high level scientific language for numerical computation, and it is
advantageous to use in development of power system security assessmeQ.t software because it
offers a wide variety of efficient, highly optimized, and accessible functipns.

5.1. Parallel Processing using Windows NT Workstation$
Parallel programming traditionally has been associated with special custom built
parallel computers. Some of the parallel processing machines were built exclusively for some
projects according to the requirements. Exclusive manufacturing of the parallel processing
computers made theni very expensive. Some of the parallel computers that the power
industry" has used over the years are: Cray, IBM 3090NF, MPP; transputers; shared memory
machines, such as BBN Butterfly, Balance, Enforce, Alliant FX-8; distributed memory
machines, such as iPSC and nCUBE.
Recently the computer networks technology has advanced rapidly, improving the
bandwidth and latency of the computer networks. This has motivated the network-computing
paradigm [8]. With this approach, existing computers connected by a high-speed network are
used for parallel processing in place of the costly special parallel computing machines. This
paradigm is called 'cluster computing.'
The advantage of this approach of parallel processing is that it uses the mass
manufactured computers to make the parallel computers. Since these ;Computers are mass
manufactured, they are relatively inexpensive for the computational power that they offer.
High-speed networks such as 100 Mbit/sec Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, Marinet, Fiber optic
networks are used to interconnect the various processors. Message passing is used for
communication among the processors.
This research project uses one of the variations of the cluster computing. It uses the
Windows NT workstations connected in a network. Windows workstations are mass
manufactured and they have the best performance per cost characteristics. They are
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inexpensive compared to special parallel computers mentioned above. Also since Windows
operating system is widely used, the cost of the operating system is also not very high.
The configuration of the systems used is: 500 MHz Dell OptiPleJf.GXlp machine with
Intel Pentium III processor, 10 GB of disk memory, 32KB Internal cache (16-KB data cache,
16-KB instruction cache), 512 KB L2 cache memory, and 256 MB RAM. Each computer has
one processor each. The operating system used is Widows NT 4.0 with Service Pack 4.0.
Seven such machines are used. All these machines are interconnected by a 100 Mbit/sec
Ethernet connection and Asante 10 T hubs/8 hub.
The configuration and equipment used are the standard computer hardware for
today's computers. Also these are now becoming part of the standard power systems control
room computation equipment. The first factor results in the best performance/cost and the
second factor results in cost effectiveness of this· approach of parallelization. The existing
control room computers can be· used for parallelization making it a very :cost effective
approach for having high computation power at low cost.
Also the multi-processor computers that use Windows NT have become less
expensive due to the advancements in the computer processor technology. An 8 processor
Dell POWEREDGE 6400, with Pentium III Xeon 700 MHz processors costs only $12,566.
This is very a minimal amount compared to the cost of special parallel computer machines
with 8 processors.

5.2. Message Passing using MPI
Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a standard for message passing [11-13,42]. MPI
was developed by an open international forum consisting of representatives from industry,
academia, and government laboratories. Since its release MPI has become the leading
standard for parallel computers and is used widely on parallel computers, especially scalable
parallel computers (SPC's) with distributed memory, and on network of workstations
(NOW's).
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MPI is a library specification; it is not a programming language. The standard defines
the syntax and semantics of a core of library routines. Use of these libraries will hide many
details of parallel programming and, as a consequence, make parallel computing much more
accessible to a wide range of users in all branches of science and engineering [13]. MPI is a
specification; it is not a particular implementation. It specifies the names, calling sequences,
and results of subroutines or classes to be called from Fortran/CIC++ programs.

MPI addresses the message-passing model of parallel computers. Although it is far
more than a minimal system to be used as a standard parallel computer for the MPI
specification, it represents a computation as a collection of processes communicating with
messages. In a message-passing model of parallel computation, the processes executing in

parallel have separate address spaces. Communication occurs when a portion of one of the
process's address space is copied into· another process's address space. This process is
cooperative and occurs only when the first process executes a send operation and the second '
process executes a receive operation.
The designers of MPI sought to make use of the most attractive features of a number
of existing message-passing systems, rather than selecting one of them and adopting it as the
standard. Many parallel computer vendors offer an MPI implementation for their machines.
The structure of MPI makes it straightforward to port existing codes and to write new ones
without learning new fundamental concepts. A correct MPI program should be able to run on
all MPI implementations without change.
MPI offers a wide range of features necessary for programming parallel computers
apart from the basic send and receive functions. Collective data movement operations like
broadcast, scatter and gather operations are supported in MPI. Also collective computation
operations such as maximum, minimum, sum, logical OR, as well as user-defined operations
are supported. Apart from the standard communication mode, MPI supports the
synchronous, ready, and buffer communication modes [12,13].

MPI also supports conceptualization of processes in an application-oriented topology.
Both general graphs and grids of processes are supported in MPI. Topologies provide a highlevel method for managing process groups without dealing with them directly. MPI also
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supports heterogeneous networks. MPI programs can be run on networks of machines that
have different lengths and formats for various fundamental data types.
An MPI application can be visualized as a collection of concurrent communicating
tasks [9]. A program includes code written by the application programmer that is linked with
a function library provided by the MPI software implementation. Each task is assigned a
unique rank within a certain context: an integer between O and n-1 for an MPI application
consisting of n tasks. These ranks are used by MPI tasks to identify each other in sending and
receiving messages, to execute collective operations, and to cooperate in general. MPI tasks
can run on the same processor or on different processors concurrently. For an application
program, sending a message to task on the same or another machine is a transparent
operation. MPI automatically selects the most efficient communication mechanism available
on a· particular machine or between machines. The use of ranks makes all cooperative
operations independent of the, physical location of other participants.
MPI standard has been implemented on a wide range of parallel computers.
References [43,44] list the details of the available commercial and freely available
implementations. MPI has been implemented on different parallel architectures with different
interconnecting networks. MPI has been implemented on Cray T3D/T3ED, IBM RS/6000
SP, Fujitsu APIOOO, IRIX 6.5, IBM SP, Intel Paragon, SGI Onyx, Challenge and Power
Challenge, Convex (HP) Exemplar, NCUBE, Meiko CS-2, TMC CM-5, and TCP-connected
networks of: SUN (SunOS and Solaris), SGI, HP, RS/6000, DEC Alpha, and Cray C-90.
Different operating systems that MPI supports include Linux, Unix, Windows NT, Sun
Solaris, and Macintosh.
Recently with the advances in the high-speed computer network technology, the trend
in parallel computing is to move away from specialized platforms, such as the Cray/SGI T3E
to cheaper, general purpose systems consisting of loosely coupled components built up from
single or multi-processor workstations or PCs [45]. This approach has a number of
advantages including that of being able to build a platform for a given budget, which is
suitable for a large class of applications and workloads.
The last 2-3 years has seen the emergence of much more hardware and software for
cluster computing under Microsoft Windows. The allure of tapping into the huge installed
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base of Microsoft Windows PCs is the main reason for the growth of the Windows based
clusters. Over the years, Microsoft Windows PCs have become the standard computing
equipment in many industries. Even a handful of office PCs can provide enough parallel
computing power to significantly improve throughput and make a difference to companies
who might not otherwise be able to afford a dedicated computer server. There are now
commercial versions of MPI for Windows NT from MPI Pro Technology Inc., and Genias, as
well as several other freely available implementations including an official port of MPICH
from Argonne National Laboratory.
The NCSA NT Super cluster, part of the Illinois Fast Messages/High Performance
Virtual Machines project, and the Cornell Theory Centre's AC3 cluster are two prime
examples of the Windows Clusters that are providing the highest level of scalability for
traditional supercomputer applications [46]; ·Both of these machines have 256+ nodes, .use
dedicated high performance networking and run large scientific and engineering applications
ported from UNIX-based systems to Windows NT. At the other end of the scale is the use of
existing office PCs for compute-intensive tasks. For example, codes such as PAFEC-FE
Vibroacoustic and Fluent on NT can run efficiently across Ethernet networks and open up
possibilities for small and medium sized businesses to exploit their IT assets to the full.
MPI Pro has become the industry standard for MPI implementation on Windows NT
clusters. MPI Pro has been in use for message passing on the AC3 cluster at Cornell Thoery
Center - the world's largest Windows NT cluster. MPI Pro supports parallel applications on
the Windows NT/2000 environment on both Intel architecture and DEC Alpha Systems. It
supports TCP/IP, SMP, and VI architectures for messaging. An mpirun program is provided
for process startup. With this, one can run processes on a default set of nodes or can
completely control process placement through the use of configuration files [47]. The
Microsoft Visual Studio environment and Digital Visual FORTRAN are supported.

5.3. MATLAB as a Programming Language
MATLAB is an integrated technical computing environment that combines numeric
computation, advanced graphics and visualization, and a high-level programming language
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[48]. The name MATLAB stands for MATrix LABoratory. MATLAB was originally
designed to provide easy access to matrix software developed by the LINP ACK and
EISPACK projects, which together represent the state-of-the-art in .software for matrix
computation. Typical use of MATLAB includes math and computation, algorithm
development,

modeling,

simulation,

and

prototyping,

data

analysis,

exploration,

visualization, and application development, including graphical user interface building.
The basic data element in MATLAB is an array that does not require dimensioning.
This allows solving many technical computing problems, especially those with matrix and
vector formulations, in a fraction of the time it would take to write a program in a scalar noninteractive language such as C or Fortran. MATLAB features a family of application-specific
solutions called toolboxes. Toolboxes are comprehensive collections of MATLAB functions
(M-files) that extend.the.-.MATLAB-.environment:to solve particular classes of problems.
Areas in which toolboxes are available include signal processing, control· systems, neural
networks, fuzzy logic, wavelets, simulation, and many others.
MATLAB offers high performance computing environment for numerical analysis.
MATLAB consists of a highly optimized kernel, which handles basic arithmetic and linear
algebraic operations (LU, Cholesky, QR, and SYD factorizations, eigenvalue computation,
sparse matrix manipulation) as well as FFT and inverse FFT. It offers high-level abstractions
for linear algebraic operations. Manipulation of vectors and matrices, including solving linear
systems, is supported by intuitive extension of the basic addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division operators. Also it transparently performs operations on complex and real valued
numerical quantities. It dynamically manages memory for matrices and vectors. This makes
it unnecessary to specify the size of matrix and vector variables, and it allows the size of
these variables to be changed at will.
Although MATLAB is actually a computing environment, it does provide a
programming environment as well. The great advantage to using MATLAB for software
development is that it offers a large number of high-level highly optimized function calls that
greatly reduce development time. Many of the mathematical functions call the highly
optimized EISPACK and LINPACK routines [49]. Further, if proper coding techniques are
used (particularly vectorization and preallocation), MATLAB code c.:m be as fast as the
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corresponding code when written in Fortran or C. Furthermore, MATLAB algorithms can be
directly translated to C or Fortran, and there is a provision for linking C and Fortran codes to
MATLAB.
MATLAB is designed to perform vector and matrix operations efficiently [50]. The
power of MATLAB is realized with its extensive set of libraries, which are compiled or are
carefully coded in MATLAB to utilize "vectorization". Vectorization means converting for
and while loops to equivalent vector or matrix operations [50]. Vectorized code takes
advantage, wherever possible, of operations involving data stored as vectors. This even
applies to matrices since the columns (or rows) of a matrix are usually stored in contiguous
locations in the computer's RAM. The speed of a numerical algorithm in MATLAB is very
sensitive to whether or not vectorized operations are used.
Though MATLAB automatically adjusts the size of a matrix or vector, the
performance can be improved greatly by preallocating the matrices [16, 17]. Preallocation
prevents MATLAB from having to resize an array each time it is enlarged. Preallocation
incurs the cost of memory allocation just once, and it guarantees that matrix elements will be
stored in contiguous locations in RAM in row major order. Preallocation also helps reduce
memory fragmentation when working with large matrices. Memory can become fragmented
due to dynamic memory allocation and deallocation. This can result in plenty of free
memory, but not enough contiguous space to hold a large variable. Preallocation helps
prevent this by allowing MATLAB to "grab" sufficient space for large data constructs at the
beginning of a computation.
The performance gains obtained by using vectorization and preallocation techniques
were verified in an independent testing within this effort. LU decomposition was chosen as
the application for testing because of its common use in many of the power systems
applications. Performance of a MATLAB code that uses the optimization techniques
(vectorization and preallocation), a MATLAB code that uses the built-in function 'lu ', and a
standard C code available from www.netlib.org web site are compared. The size of the
matrix is varied and the time for computation is observed. The results are shown in Figure
5.1 and Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1 shows the variation of the execution time as the size of the matrix is
varied, and Figure 5.2 shows the speedup variation with the change in the matrix size. It is
observed that performance of the vectorized MATLAB code is very much closer to the
standard C code. It takes almost the same execution time as that of the C code. The
MATLAB code that uses the built-in lu function has much better performance compared to
the vectorized MATLAB code and the standard C code. This is justified because the lu
function calls the highly optimized LAP ACK routines written in Fortran. This testing is an
indication that optimized MATLAB code can be at least as fast as the corresponding C code.

5.4. MultiMatlab - Parallel MATLAB
MATLAB by itself does not support parallel programmmg. MATLAB has been
designed for single processor architecture. There have been many attempts to make·
MATLAB amenable to multiprocessor architecture. These attempts too:(( various approaches
for parallelization, and not many of these attempts were successful. One of the early attempts
for making MATLAB amenable to parallel programming was by the Mathworks itself. They
attempted to create parallel MATLAB in the mid-1980s on an Intel iPSC [51]. But these
attempts were not very successful and Mathworks abandoned its attempts.
In the early 1990's researchers at the University of Umea, Sweden started the
CONLAB project [52]. CONLAB is a fully independent system with MATLAB-like notation
that extends the MATLAB language with control structures and functions for explicit
parallelism. CONLAB programs are compiled into C code with a message passing library,
PICL, and the node computations are done using LAPACK. FALCON [53], and MATCOM
[54] involve the translation of MATLAB code to C or C++ and the subsequent parallelization
in that language. There are some other attempts to use different approaches for parallelization
like the MatPar [55}.
All the above attempts use MATLAB-like languages rather than working directly
with the MATLAB. MultiMatlab is designed to parallelize MATLAB code directly.
MultiMatlab (now Cornell Multitask Toolbox for MATLAB) was developed at the Cornell
Theory Center specifically for the Windows NT clusters [56]. MultiMatlab enables multiple
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copies of MATLAB runnmg simultaneously on a network of workstations to exchange
matrices, thus facilitating parallel computations. It also enables more complete utilization of
multiprocessor machines by giving the programmer the ability to run several instances of
MATLAB in concert on a single machine.
The MultiMatlab makes message-passing functions available to the programmer so
that parallel programs can be written as M-files. MultiMatlab relies on MPI Pro for message
passing between the MATLAB sessions. MPI Pro is the Windows NT implementation of the
MPI standard has been used for the message passing. The message passing functions are
provided as MMPI_ and MM_ functions.
There are some differences between the MultiMatlab functions and the MPI standard
functions. One major difference is that the size of the matrix and the date type of the element
being communicated need not be mentioned when using MultiMatlab. This is because
MATLAB matrices contain information about their contents; it is unnecessary for the userto
specify the number of elements and their type as one does in MPI. Matrices may be of any
numeric or character data type.
Another major change from the MPI functions is the location of the arguments.
MATLAB requires that matrix input arguments appear on the right side of a function call and
output matrices appear on the left, but MPI functions have all arguments on the right.
Arguments for the MultiMatlab functions have been distributed according the requirement of
the MATLAB. Another distinct feature of the MultiMatlab functions is that most of the
common arguments like source, tag, and communicator have been given default values.
Some collective communication calls have input arguments that are read on the root process.
They need only to be specified on the root processor they need not be specified on the rest of
the processes.
If MPI/Pro has been configured for interactive access on the machine where a task is

running, a MATLAB window will open for each process that runs there. Only the window
for the master process can be manipulated. All tasks create logs named MMatlablog.n ("n" is
the rank of the process in MPI_COMM_WORLD) in the initial directory. MultiMatlab is
unaffected outside of MPI/Pro. If MultiMatlab is started in an MPI/Pro environment, it runs
MM_Init which calls MPI_Init if it hasn't already been called and sets up communication
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between the master and worker MATLAB processes. The master matlab.exe might be run on
an interactive workstation. All other MATLAB tasks started as part of the MPI job (including
other MATLAB tasks on the same node as the master) will not accept input from their
windows; all interactive input comes from the master via a private MPI communicator.
Besides setting up MPI communication between the master and worker tasks, MM_Init runs
the startup m-file on each worker and sets two global variables, MM_id and MM_procs,
which contain the rank and size, respectively, of this task in MPI_COMM_WORLD.
MM_Init can be called anytime because it checks to see whether MPI_Init has already been
called. Specifically, MM_Init can be called to restore the global variables if they have been
changed or deleted.

5.5. Summary of the Chapter
Hardware and software issues in the implementation of OL-RBSA parallelization are
presented in this chapter. Advantages of using Windows NT workstatio.ns for parallelization
and the configuration of the systems used are discussed. Origin of message passing interface
standard and MPI Pro - one of the implementations of the MPI standard for Windows NT,
are discussed. Use of MATLAB as the programming language is presented and the results of
the MATLAB performance testing are presented. A brief introduction to MultiMatlabextension of MATLAB to enable parallel processing is also given.
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6. RESULTS OF PARALLELIZATION OF:OL-RBSA APPLICATION

All three approaches for parallelization of the OL-RBSA application described in
Chapter 4 have been implemented for parallel processing on the Windows NT workstations
using MultiMatlab. Some of the representative results of the parallelization schemes for
various cases are shown in this chapter. The OL-RBSA application calculates the risk indices
based on the evaluation of} ?(contingencies) + l(no contingency) contingency states. The
two approaches based on the parallelization by contingency can be run on any number of
processors depending on the user input. Execution time with one processor is taken as the
best sequential time for the calculation of the speedup and efficiency, as done in most of the
parallel processing performance analysis studies.

6.1. Description of the Test system
The data for the testing was obtained from a utility company's Energy Management
System (EMS) dump. The model includes all of the generators, transformers and
transmission lines over 49 kV voltage level in the system and also some components in
surrounding areas. The system has about 1600 buses and 2600 circuits. It has about 400
buses above 230 kV, 950 buses above 115 kV, 380 generator buses, 700 transformers, 1100
load buses, and 4 zones.
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6.2. Performance Analysis
Performance of the three proposed approaches of parallelization, for two
representative cases is analyzed in this section. These two cases have different computational
requirements due to a different number of stressed circuits, buses; and contingencies.
Execution time, speedup and the efficiency of the three approaches of parallelization are
analyzed in detail in the rest of this chapter.

6.2.1. Execution Time

The analysis is done for the cases 070600_1551 (July 6 2000, 15:51) and
070300_1625 (July 3 2000, 16:25). Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 show the variation of the
execution times as the processors are varied for the cases 070600_1551 and 070300_1625
respectively. The horizontal axis in these figures represents the number of processors and the
vertical axis represents the execution time in minutes. The programs for .the three approaches
of parallelization of OL-RBSA are run with number of processors ranging from 1 to 7.
Using one processor for case 070600_1551, all three approaches require about 76
minutes to compute the risk indices. Clearly the sequential execution time is too high to be
completed within one hour. This high sequential execution time is the motivation for using
the parallel processing techniques.
From Figures 6.1 and 6.2, it can be seen that as the number of processors is increased,
the execution time drops significantly. Execution time for parallelization by functionality
with 4 processors is shown by a triangle. Since the OL-RBSA application calculates the risk
indices for four different security problems, parallelization by functionality can use a
maximum of four processors. We can see that parallelization by contingency with dynamic
allocation has the best performance among the three approaches. It can be seen from the
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 that as the number of processors is increased, the execution time for
parallelization by contingency with dynamic allocation closely follows the curve for ideal
execution time. Though the computational requirements of the two cases considered are

different, the execution times more or less follow the same pattern. Section 6.3 discusses the
different computational requirements for these two cases.
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6.2.2. Speedup

Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 show the variation of the speedup as the processors are
varied for the cases 070600_1551 (July 6 2000, 15:51) and 070300_1625 (July 3 2000,
16:25) respectively. We can see that parallelization by contingency with dynamic allocation
has the best performance with the speedup almost reaching the theoretical maximum (the
theoretical maximum speedup is equal to the number of processors) for various combination
of processors. Parallelization by contingency with static allocation has the second best
performance, though not very close to the theoretical maximum. Parallelization by
functionality has a very poor performance with a speedup of only 1.3 for four processors,
theoretical maximum possible speedup with four processors being 4.
The dip in the speedup for 7 processors with parallelization by static allocation of
contingencies is due to the fact that number of contingencies (18 for each case) is not exactly
divisible by the number of processors. Most of the processors evaluate 2. contingencies while
some processors evaluate 3 contingencies, thereby creating an imbalance in the execution
times on different processors. Even though the processors that are evaluating 2 contingencies
complete their computation they will have to wait for the processors evaluating 3
contingencies, for computing the final risk indices. This decreases the speedup achieved.
Case 070600_1551 (July 6 2000, 15:51) has better overall performance in terms of speedup,
compared to the case 070300_1625 (July 3 2000, 16:25). This is because evaluation of each
contingency for case 070600_1551 (July 6 2000, 15:51) approximately takes the same time.
The speedups achieved with dynamic allocation in both the cases, are closer to the
corresponding ideal speedup curves, with a small dip in the speedup for 7 processors. The dip
in speedup for 7 processors is due to the same reason as mentioned above, i.e., the number of
contingencies evaluated are 18 in this case, and some processors evaluate 2 contingencies
while some processors have to evaluate 3 contingencies. Because of the dynamic allocation,
computational load gets more or less evenly distributed across the processors, and hence
speedup is better than that of the static allocation.
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6.2.3. Efficiency

Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 show the variation of the efficiency as the processors are
varied for the cases 070600_1551 and 070300_1625 respectively. We can see that
parallelization by contingency with dynamic allocation has the best performance in terms of
the efficiency. We can also see that the efficiencies achieved with dynamic allocation are
much closer to the theoretical maximum value of 100%. Case 070600_1551 has better
performance in terms of efficiency compared to the case 070300_1625. This is because of the
same reason mentioned in section 6.2.2.

6.3. Profile Plots
Profiling is a way to measure where a program spends most of the time. Profiler helps
debug and optimize M-files by tracking their execution time. For each function, the profiler
records information about execution time, number of calls, parent functions, child functions,
code line hit count, and code line execution time. Parallel profiler was developed, which
keeps track of all the functions called by the parallel computer system. It can generate the
plots of the time spent by each processor, and it can also generate the exact summary of the
execution times, history of function called, percentage of total time spent in each function,
etc. These results are very useful in understanding the behavior of the three approaches of
parallelization.

6.3.1. Profile Plots with One Processor

Below are the profile plots for the cases 070300_1625 (July 3 2000, 16:25) and
070600_1551 (July 7 2000, 15:51), with one processor used for the risk calculations. Profile
plots with a single processor are used to identify the different computational requirements for
various cases and to identify the parts where major computational effort is spent. Figure 6.7
shows the profile plot for the case 070300_1625 and Figure 6.8 shows the profile plot for the
case 070600_1551.
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Some contingencies m Case 070300_1625 represent a possible voltage collapse
scenario, requiring detailed study of voltage collapse problem. We can see from the Figure
6. 7 that voltage collapse risk evaluation takes about 40% of the total time. The run and evalin
are the built-in functions in MATLAB that are used to execute a script. PCDmain is the name
of the script that contains the OL-RBSA code. Some contingences in case 070600_1551
represent a possible cascading situation. We can see from Figure 6.8 that cascading risk
evaluation takes approximately 52% of the total time.

6.3.2. Comparison of the Three Approaches of Parallelization

Below are a series of figures for timing analysis on the master processor for the case
070600_1551 (July 7 2000, 15:51). Four processors are used for parallelization. The
horizontal axis represents the time in seconds, and the vertical axis lists the functions where
most of the time is being spent. Figure 6.9 shows the profile plot for the dynamic allocation
approach for the master process. The run and evalin are the built-in fu:Q.ctions in MATLAB
that are used to execute a script. PCDmain is the name of the script that contains the OLRBSA code for parallelization by dynamic allocation. We can see that most of the time spent
by the master process is in the MMPI_Recv function. This function receives the messages
from other processes. Other message passing functions used take less than 0.5% of the total
time. Master process does the scheduling of the contingencies and the main tasks performed
in scheduling are: waiting for the slave processes to send a message requesting allocation of a
contingency; allocation of the contingency to the requesting process. Figure 6.10 shows the
profile plot for the slave process running on the same processor as that of the master process.
The slave process does the risk calculations for the allocated contingency. We can see that
slave process spends most of the time in computing the cascading risk (49% of total time),
power flow (25% of the total time). We see that there is very little time spent by this slave
processor in waiting. This shows the advantage of dynamic allocation; the load is more or
less equally distributed and the processes do not have to spend more time waiting for other
processes to complete execution. The total execution time is 1202.4 seconds.
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Figure 6.11 shows the profile plot for the master processes for the static allocation
approach. PCSmain is the name of the script that contains the OL-RBSA code for
parallelization by static allocation. The profile plot is similar to that of the profile plot of
slave process in the dynamic allocation approach. The master process, spends most of the
time in calculating the cascading risk (54% of the total time) and power flow (27% of the
total time). The time spent by the master process waiting for other processes is small. This is
because in this case, the master processor is the one that happens to get the maximum
computation load. Other slave processes spend a large part of the time in waiting for the
master process to complete the execution (with maximum being 35% of the total time) (not
shown in figure). This is the disadvantage of the static allocation approach. The total
execution time 1s 1383.4 seconds, which is higher than that of the dynamic allocation
approach.
Figure 6.12 shows the profile plot for the master process for parallelization by
functionality approach. PFmain is the name of the script that contains the OL-RBSA code for
parallelization by functionality. The master process is allocated the risk calculations for the
low voltage problem. We can see that master process spends most of its time in computing
the MMPI_Barrier (47% of the totai time). This function makes the master process wait for
other processes to complete the execution. The power flow takes 38% of total time and the
low voltage risk takes 15 % of the total time. The total execution time is 3443.7 seconds
much larger than the other two approaches.

6.4. Projected Execution Times with Dynamic Allocation
To assess the benefits of parallel processing for OL-RBSA application execution
times for various number of contingencies and various number of processors are projected.
Projections are based on the case 070300_1625 (July 3 2000, 16:25) for parallelization by
dynamic allocation approach. Projections are made taking account the non-linear relation of
communication times with the number of processors.
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The parallel execution time Tp for OL-RBSA, with p processors can be given as:
C T
C
T =-.-+K1 -+K2 .p+K3
p

p

cs

p

where Tis the serial execution time for Cs contingencies. K1 -K3 are constants depending on
the parallel computer system. The first term in the above expression represents the
computation time required to evaluate the contingencies. The second term represents the
communication time among the processors, as function of the number of contingencies
evaluated and the number of processors used. The time required for data preparation, and
broadcasting the data to all the processors before the parallel execution starts is represented
by the last two terms in the above expression.
Figure 6 ..13 shows the projected execution times for number of processors ranging
from 1 to 36 and the number of contingencies evaluated ranging from 18 to 400. Projection
of the execution time is based on the number of contingencies evaluated, communication cost
associated with the parallel program, and serial execution time needed for the initial data
preparation. Non-linear relation of communication time with the number of processors is
considered.
We can see from Figure 6.13 * that the projected values for 18 contingencies are very
close to the actual execution times. Evaluating 18 contingencies with one processor
approximately requires 46.7 minutes of computation, while the same evaluation if done with
7 processors requires only 7.7 minutes of computation. Evaluating 72 contingencies with one
processor approximately requires186.8 minutes of computation, while the same evaluation if
done with 18 processors requires only 5.9 minutes.
Figure 6.14 shows the same information in a three-dimensional plot. Effect of the
variation of the number of processors and variation of the number of contingencies on the
execution time is depicted in this figure. This figure helps in choosing the number of
processors needed to calculate a certain number of contingencies within a certain execution
time. It can also be used to determine the number of contingencies that can be evaluated with
a certain number of processors within a desired execution time.
* In 400 contingencies test, it is assumed that computers with speeds of 1GHz are used. The other test results are
based on the computer with a speed of 500MHz.
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Figure 6.15 Execution times in terms of serial execution time T
Figure 6.15 shows the variation execution time as a function of the serial execution
time T, with the variation in the number of contingencies evaluated, and the number of
processors used for parallelization. This plot can be used to estimate t]J.e parallel execution
time given a serial execution time, number contingencies to be evaluated, and the number of
processors used.

6.5. Summary of the Chapter
Results of the parallelization of OL-RBSA are presented in this chapter. The system
on which the parallelization approach has been tested is described. The performance results
of parallelization of OL-RBSA for the three proposed approaches are presented. Performance
analysis of the results is also presented. Comparison of the performance of the three

approaches different performance measures is presented. Projected performance for various
combinations of contingencies and processors is also presented.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The motivation behind this work is to identify techniques to enhance the execution
speed of the OL-RBSA application and to improve its performance, such that OL-RBSA can
be offered as an on-line tool to the power system operators, helping them to take better
security-economy decisions. Parallel processing techniques have been investigated to address
these issues.

7.1. Conclusions
OL-RBSA application is amenable to parallel processing. As discussed in chapter 2,
OL-RBSA application calculates the risk indices for different contingencies and for different
types of security problems, and these computations are more or less independent of each
other. This allows efficient parallelization of the OL-RBSA application.
Three approaches of parallelization of OL-RBSA application are proposed based on
the distinct functions being performed by the OL-RBSA. These three approaches have been
implemented on a parallel computer system and all the three approaches are found to give
good performance. The results of parallelization as discussed in chapter 6 show that the
performance obtained is closer to the ideal performance that can be achieved.
Dynamic allocation of the contingencies is the most promising approach among the
three. It has better performance compared to the other two approaches. Dynamic allocation of
the contingencies depending upon the computational load on the processors, results in a good
load balance among the processors. This in turn improves the overall performance of this
approach. Moreover this approach can give good performance even when the processors with
different speeds are used.
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This research project uses the Windows NT workstations for parallelization.
Windows NT workstations have become the standard computing equipment in many
industries. They are inexpensive for the computation power that they offer. This approach
achieves a very low cost per performance ratio. The performance of this. approach of parallel
computer system is comparable to that of the special parallel computers,. while the cost being
only a fraction of that required for the special parallel computers.
MATLAB is used as the programming language for this project. Use of high-level
language like MATLAB allows rapid development of the application without losing the
performance. MultiMatlab is used for parallel programming. MultiMatlab is an extension of
MATLAB for parallel programming. MultiMatlab, with its default and re-distributed
arguments for the MPI functions, allows rapid development and testing of the parallel
. algorithms.
This coarse-grained. approach of the. parallelization applied to OL-RBSA can be
easily extended to the other power system applications that assess contingencies like the time
domain simulation, eigen value calculation, and ATC calculation. As well, there are many
other fine-grain applications such as state estimation, topology processing, and power flow
calculation that can benefit from parallelization. An interesting approach might be to apply
both coarse-grained and fine-grained parallelization for some applications such as time
domain simulation. Low cost per performance of this approach justifies parallel processing
for planning studies also.

7.2. Future work
It would be worthwhile to investigate the use of multiprocessor computers for OLRBSA parallelization. Multiprocessor computers offer high performance at low cost, thereby
allowing more processors to be used for the same dollar cost. Using more processors can
have two benefits: risk indices can be computed more frequently, or more number of
contingencies can be evaluated, or both. These will help the risk indices to represent the
system security level more accurately.
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It would be useful to parallelize the risk based transient stability assessment

application and add to the OL-RBSA application. Transient stability assessment using risk
has been too time consuming, and its parallelization will allow computation of a 'composite
risk index.' Computation of the 'composite risk index' allows accurate representation of the
system security level, as it considers all the major system security threats,
It would also be worthwhile to investigate the use of mobile agents to identify the

computers available for parallel OL-RBSA computation. Mobile agents can be used to
dynamically select the processors (or computers) for parallelization at run time. This is
interesting because it will allow any idle computer (or lightly loaded computer) in the
network to be used for parallel processing.
It would also be interesting to note the possible changes that parallel processing can

bring in to the, power systems control room operation. With parallel processing, more
contingencies can be evaluated for the security assessment applications. This will allow the
accurate representation of the system for better security-economy decision-making. To date,
i

due to the computational burden, available transfer capabilities (ATC's) have been pre
calculated off-line. With parallel processing, ATC can be very accurately calculated on-line
based on the current operating conditions. Also the transient stability program is extensively
used for off-line studies but has been too slow for on-line use. With parallel processing,
transient stability program can be used as an on-line tool, allowing accurate on-line analysis
of the stability of the system. Further parallel processing can be use for on-line determination
of the preventive and corrective actions.
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